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A Guide to Spinner Blade Installation 

Blade points 
to the         
LEFT     

when look-
ing at wide 

end of blade 
as mounted 

on dish. 

 Wrench  ½” 
 6 Blades per Dish:    6 Left Blades  and 6 Right Blades 
 12 Fasteners, stainless steel per Dish 
         12 Nuts  5/16”  +  12 Bolts  (5/16” X 3/4” regular duty or 5/16” X 1” heavy duty) 
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Tools & Materials Required 

Left Dish 
& Blades 

Blade points 
to the  

RIGHT 
when look-
ing at wide 

end of blade 
as mounted 
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Right Dish 
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Dishes are level 

To ensure a quality spread pattern, verify these facts: 

The bar should evenly touch 
4 places across the 2 dishes 

Dishes are have              
correct spacing 

There should be                                     
25 ½” center to center 

Dishes are centered below chute 

Reach down through chute 
with straight object 

These measurements should be equal 
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Dishes & Blades can NOT be mixed!  All must be standard or heavy 
duty, but NEVER a mix of the two types. 
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NCI  keeps records for each spreader or sprayer manufactured.  
  

 These records are stored by serial number and will have 
complete information on your equipment  as built.   

 It will not reflect any changes made by the purchaser or 
other alterations. 

 There may be differences in replacement part numbers 
due to technical improvements or changes in vendors / 
vendor supplies. 

Before you call NCI 
for                           

technical assistance, 
know                        

the serial number 
from your equipment 

located on the left 
side rail on the unit.  

 
 

1-800-241-1350 
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